Practically exact solutions of stress intensity factor for several two-dimensional standard specimens were calculated and shown in numeric tables. The solutions were confirmed to converge until 6 significant figures through a systematical computation of discretization analysis. The convergence analyses were carried out by using a general purpose program based on a body force method.
Introduction
Highly accurate solutions of Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs) of standard specimens are indispensable for the measurement of material properties such as fracture toughness, crack propagation resistance and fatigue strength. SIFs of standard fracture test specimens have been published worldwide so that they could be referred easily by researchers and engineers. Most solutions in handbooks are reliable and accurate, but unfortunately, it is still true that there exists an inadequate solution which violates the expected accuracy. In the present study, practically exact numerical solutions of SIFs converged until 6 significant figures are shown as numeric tables. These solutions are obtained by using a hand-made general purpose stress analysis code based on the Body Force Method (BFM).
The Body Force Method
BFM was originally proposed by H. Nisitani in 1967 as a boundary method for general elastic problems. In BFM, an elastic problem is transformed into a problem of an infinite domain with appropriately distributed body forces and body force doublets along an imaginary boundary denoted by Γ . Generally speaking, the imaginary boundary is composed of two kinds of boundaries s Γ and 
(1)
In Eq.1, P and Q are the reference and the source points, respectively. ) (P respectively. That is, in BFM, solution of any elasticity problem can be obtained by solving Eq.1. In order to determine the unknown density functions, boundary conditions have to be examined precisely. In a typical numerical analysis, the unknown density functions are replaced by an elementary function of piecewise continuous and the integral expression of Eq.1 is replaced by a set of simultaneous equations that express the boundary conditions. There proposed kinds of techniques which are useful for the precise determination of unknown density functions, however, the detailed introduction of individual techniques are omitted due to limited page space of this monograph. The interested readers should consult references [1] [2] [3] .
Table of SIF for Typical Specimens
In the following subsections, table of SIF solutions for 5 types of typical fracture test specimen are shown. In these tables, N stands for a number of divisions of each straight imaginary boundary. That is, each imaginary boundary was divided into several segments of equal length and the density function of body force or body force doublet was assumed to have a linear variation in each segment. As the division number N increases, the obtained SIF converges monotonically to practically exact values. The calculation was continued until at least 6 significant figures converged. Center Cracked Plate Tension (CCT). The center cracked plate tension specimen is a one most frequently documented in articles so that there exits several reference solutions. Among them, Isida's solution [4] seems most reliable ever published. The present analysis was carried out for 1/4 part of the whole specimen due to symmetry of the problem. In DECT (Fig.2) , SECT (Fig.3) , SEB ( Fig.4 ) and 3PB ( Fig.5) analyses, stress field due to a point force acting in a semi-infinite plate with free-of-traction edge was used as a fundamental solution ) , ( * k ij Q P σ . Thus the boundary condition at an arbitrary point on the edge is satisfied automatically. When a crack emanates from a free edge, this fundamental solution improves the solution accuracy considerably.
Conclusion
Practically exact solutions of stress intensity factor of typical two-dimensional standard specimens are computed and presented. The shown solutions were confirmed to converge until 6 significant figures. These reliable solutions are useful for benchmarking, that is, the evaluation of numerical accuracy of the solutions obtained through other conventional numerical techniques such as finite element analysis. The versatile program base on the body force method for two-dimensional general elastic problems was found to be so powerful that the converged solutions were straightforwardly obtained simply by increasing the degree of boundary division.
